
Paper Easter eggs
Instructions No. 2448

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Make these decorative Easter eggs out of paper without further ado. Thanks to our free template, making
these colourful pendants is quick and easy.

Easter paper tags
1. Print out the free template, transfer the eggs to cardboard and cut them out. 

2. For a small egg, transfer the template 2x onto a motif paper of your choice and cut it out. Glue the two eggs on top of
each other so that the front and back look the same.

3. The small eggs can now be decorated with the silicone stamps as you like. 

4. Form eggs out of wire that are slightly larger than the small paper eggs. 

5. For each tag, transfer the pattern from the large egg 3x onto a motif paper of your choice and cut it to size. Fold two of the



eggs lengthwise in the middle. 

Punch a hole in the top and bottom of the unfolded egg, which will later lie between the folded ones (with the smallest
attachment of the hole punch). Punch a hole in the top of each of the small eggs as well. 

6. Simply staple the three cut-out eggs together in the middle. 

7. Connect everything with ringlets and attach a tassel to the wire egg.

Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

17595 Motif sheet assortment "Happiness" 1

10919 VBS silicone stamp "Easter greetings 1

601597 Winding wire 1

579377-03 Tassel with eyelet, 8 pieces, 15 mmPink 1

671309-01 VBS Ringlet, Ø 8 mmGold coloured 1

542708-08 Staz-On Stamp padBlack 1

133050 VBS Hole puncher 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1

Motif sheet assortment "Happiness"

11,85 CHF
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/motif-sheet-assortment-happiness-a328120/
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